Synopsis of the Four Gospels: Completely Revised on the Basis of the Greek Text of the Nestle Aland (English-only text)

This synopsis features the four Gospels (not just the three synoptics) with each text ultimately occurring in consecutive order with constant reference to previous and later citations to provide conti

Personal Review: Synopsis of the Four Gospels: Completely Revised on the Basis of the Greek Text of the Nestle Aland (English-only text)
I had received a damaged copy (creases throughout the book) of this text, required for an online course I am in, from the University of Dallas. I donated the slightly damaged, but usable, text and ordered a replacement through Amazon rather than try to return it. This book is a must in serious biblical study and is very easy to use. If you need to find out if a Gospel
event is recorded in Mark, Matthew, Luke or John--one or all four, this is the book. The parable of the Good Samaritan (10:29-37) and of the Prodigal Son (15:11-32) are only found in Luke. Only Mark gives a NAME to the blind beggar, Bartimaeus, (10:46. Only Luke and Matthew have infancy narratives of Jesus, but their versions are quite different. It is well indexed. I could not study the four gospels without it.
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